Abstract-We propose a low-complexity joint channel estimation (CE) and three-stage iterative demapping-decoding scheme for near-capacity coherent space-time shift keying (CSTSK) based multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. In the proposed scheme, only a minimum number of space-time shift keying training blocks are employed for generating an initial least square channel estimate, which is then used for initial data detection. As usual, the detected soft information is first exchanged a number of times within the inner turbo loop between the unity-rate-code (URC) decoder and the CSTSK soft-demapper, and the information gleaned from the inner URC decoder is then iteratively exchanged with the outer decoder in the outer turbo loop. Our CE scheme is embedded into the outer turbo loop, which exploits the a posteriori information produced by the CSTSK soft-demapper to select a sufficient number of highquality decisions only for CE. Since the CE is embedded into the iterative three-stage demapping-decoding process, no additional iterative loop is required for exchanging information between the decision-directed channel estimator and the three-stage turbo detector. Hence, the computational complexity of the proposed joint CE and three-stage turbo detection remains similar to that of the three-stage turbo detection-decoding scheme with the given channel estimate. Moreover, our proposed low-complexity semiblind scheme is capable of approaching the optimal maximum likelihood turbo detection performance attained with the aid of perfect channel state information, with the same low number of turbo iterations as the latter, as confirmed by our extensive simulation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
STSK systems, since no inter-channel-interference (ICI) is imposed by the equivalent STSK system model, the employment of low-complexity single-stream maximum likelihood (ML) detection becomes realistic. Additionally, STSK is capable of striking an arbitrary trade-off between the required spatialand time-diversity gain as well as multiplexing gain. This is achieved by optimizing both the number and the size of the dispersion matrices as well as the number of transmit and receive antennas [5] . Non-coherent STSK (NCSTSK) systems enjoy significant advantages, as they do not require channel state information (CSI). Hence they have found wide-ranging applications [6] . However, NCSTSK systems suffer from the usual 3 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR) penalty, and their design freedom is also restricted [5] . By contrast, coherent STSK (CSTSK) systems offer a better performance as well as enjoying a high grade of design flexibility in comparison to their non-coherent counterparts, but impose a high CSI estimation complexity.
Naturally, the performance of a coherent MIMO system heavily relies on the accuracy of CSI. Therefore, reliable yet low-complexity channel estimators are desired. Training-based channel estimators [7] are capable of obtaining accurate CSI at the expense of reducing the system's throughput, since employing a large number of training symbols is necessary to generate an accurate channel estimate. Therefore, blind channel estimation (CE) techniques have attracted significant attention [8] , [9] . However, it is well-known that blind methods not only impose a high complexity, while exhibiting a slow convergence, but also suffer from inherent estimation and decision ambiguities [10] . A possible solution to these problems is the employment of semi-blind CE algorithms [11] - [26] , where only a small number of training symbols is employed for generating an initial least squares channel estimate (LSCE). Then the channel estimator and data detector iteratively exchange their information for updating the channel estimate.
detection schemes were proposed in [19] - [21] for CDMA systems. In [22] - [26] , an iterative loop involving a channel estimator and a turbo detector-decoder was introduced for forming semi-blind joint CE and turbo detection-decoding for MIMO aided orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. However, in all these existing works, joint CE and turbo (or non-turbo) detection-decoding was carried out by introducing an extra iterative loop between the channel estimator and the original turbo (or non-turbo) detectiondecoding system, which requires an additional number of iterations to achieve convergence and therefore imposes a considerable extra computational complexity. Additionally, all these contributions employ all the detected bits for updating the channel estimate, which has the following effects. Firstly, the sequence of transmitted bits is usually very long, particularly for turbo coded systems, and this imposes an unnecessarily high complexity on the CE. Secondly and more profoundly, some of the detected bits are erroneous, which will inflict a performance degradation, especially in the low SNR region.
In order to reduce the effects of the erroneous decisions imposed on DDCE, various soft-decision aided CE schemes have been proposed [20] , [27] - [31] . These schemes exploit the soft estimates of the detected symbols and have been shown to be capable of improving the accuracy of CE. Additionally, due to the nature of soft CE schemes, they are commonly combined with turbo detection-decoding schemes for forming joint soft-decision aided CE and turbo detection-decoding structures. For example, an iterative CE scheme using softdecision feedback was proposed in [28] , which weights the probabilities of the decisions arriving from the equaliser. In [29] , a soft-input Kalman channel estimator and a weighted turbo recursive least square channel estimator were proposed. In [20] , an iterative soft-decision aided CE and symbol detection technique was proposed for coded CDMA systems. However, most of these soft-decision aided CE schemes only consider binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) as well as quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and are quite complex compared to their hard-decision aided CE counterparts [20] , [28] . A general soft-decision aided scheme designed for highorder quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), was presented in [31] . However, all these joint soft-decision aided CE and turbo detection-decoding structures rely on the entire sequence of the detected decisions for CE, and they are incapable of approaching the perfect-CSI based performance bound, as shown in the simulation results of [20] , [28] , [29] . The reason for this performance loss is plausible. At low SNRs, the initial bit error ratio (BER) is practically 50%. Hence the soft-decision aided scheme fails to eliminate the deleterious effects of erroneous decisions. Additionally, these schemes suffer from a potentially excessive CE complexity, owing to the fact that the length of a turbo coded frame is usually high.
A low-complexity yet reliable decision selection algorithm was proposed in [32] , where it was shown that the system's performance can be improved by selecting only the most reliable decisions based on their estimated probabilities. This scheme of exclusively selecting the reliable decisions has an additional benefit of significantly reducing the computational complexity of the channel estimator. However, only a BPSK scenario was considered in [32] , since for BPSK the bit probability is identical to the symbol probability. Therefore, the decision selection algorithm of [32] has not been extended to high-order modulation schemes.
Against this background, our novel contribution is that we propose a low-complexity joint block-of-bits selection based channel estimation (BBSBCE) and three-stage iterative demapping-decoding scheme for near-capacity CSTSK systems, which does not impose an extra iterative loop between the channel estimator and the three-stage turbo detector. Specifically, in order to maintain a high system throughput, only the minimum number of STSK training blocks is utilized for obtaining an initial LSCE. Naturally, the number of training blocks is related to the number of transmit antennas [16] . Then the low-complexity single-antenna based ML softdemapping of [5] is carried out and the soft decisions are exchanged between the unity-rate-code (URC) decoder and CSTSK soft-demapper within the inner turbo loop, before they are forwarded to the outer recursive systematic code's (RSC) decoder. Moreover, the "high quality" or "more reliable" blocks-of-bits are selected based on the a posteriori information produced by the CSTSK soft-demapper within the original inner turbo loop of the URC decoder and CSTSK soft-demapper, which are re-modulated concurrently with each outer iteration of the original outer turbo loop for the sake of facilitating decision-directed LSCE updates. Since the CE is naturally embedded into the original iterative three-stage demapping-decoding scheme, no extra iterative loop is required between the CE and the three-stage CSTSK demapperdecoder. Moreover, as our proposed BBSBCE scheme only selects a sufficient number of high-quality decisions for CE, the complexity of our channel estimator is dramatically lower than any existing DDCE scheme which employs the entire frame of the detected symbols. All these features result in a low system complexity. In other words, the proposed joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demapping-decoding scheme has a similar computational complexity to that of the original three-stage turbo demapping-decoding scheme with the known CSI. Furthermore, the proposed semi-blind joint CE and turbo detection-decoding scheme is capable of fully exploiting the "turbo effects" of the joint CE and three-stage demappingdecoding for approaching the optimal performance obtained by the idealised three-stage turbo demapping-decoding receiver furnished with the perfect CSI, despite using only the same low number of turbo iterations as the latter.
The rest of this contribution is organized as follows. Section II describes the three-stage serial-concatenated turbo coding aided CSTSK system. The proposed low-complexity near-capacity semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage data demapping-decoding scheme is detailed in Section III, while the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is formulated in Section IV for benchmarking the performance of the CE in our proposed scheme. The achievable performance of the system is investigated in Section V, while our conclusions are offered in Section VI.
The following notational conventions are adopted throughout our discussions. A CSTSK system employing an L- 
II. THREE-STAGE SERIAL-CONCATENATED TURBO CODING AIDED CSTSK SYSTEM
For the sake of achieving a near-capacity performance, a three-stage serial-concatenated turbo coding scheme was invoked for a CSTSK based MIMO system in [5] . The structure of this three-stage serial-concatenated turbo encoder and decoder is shown in Fig. 1 . For the time being, we will assume that perfect CSI is available at the receiver, namely, that the output of the channel estimator is replaced by the actual CSI in Fig. 1 . We consider the CST SK(N T , N R , T n , Q, L) scheme in a frequency-flat Rayleigh fading environment. Let i denote the STSK block index. At the transmitter, the information bits are firstly encoded by a half-rate RSC outer encoder. Then a low-complexity memory-1 URC encoder is incorporated for allowing the system to beneficially spread the extrinsic information across the iterative decoder components. As a benefit, a vanishingly low BER may be attained [33] . At the CSTSK modulator 1 , the channel-coded sequence of bits is firstly converted to a number of parallel bit sequences, each containing a certain number of bits-per-block (BPB) given by 1 Here, the detailed CSTSK system model has been omitted for the sake of space economy, noting that they can be found in [4] and [5] . N = log 2 (Q) + log 2 (L). Then the first log 2 (Q) bits are used for choosing a single dispersion matrix A(i) from the Q preassigned dispersion matrices [5] . In this way, a total of N forward-error-correction (FEC) coded source bits are mapped to a single STSK signalling block S(i) ∈ C NT ×Tn with
S(i) = s(i)A(i).
(
Note that the mth row of S(i) is transmitted through the mth transmit antenna in the T n time slots, and the average transmission power in each time slot is normalized to unity. Therefore, the dispersion matrices are designed to obey the power constraints of tr A [5] . The normalized throughput R per time-slot of this STSK system is given by
The corresponding three-stage turbo decoder adopted at receiver is also shown in Fig. 1 , where the received signal block Y (i) ∈ C NR×Tn can be expressed as [4] , [5] 
and H ∈ C NR×NT is the corresponding MIMO channel matrix. The elements of H obey the complex-valued Gaussian distribution of zero-mean and unit variance CN (0, 1),
NR×Tn is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix, whose components obey CN (0, N 0 ) with N 0 being the AWGN variance. By applying the vector stacking operation to the received signal block Y (i) in Eq. (3), the equivalent system model can be expressed as [4] , [5] 
where we have:
while the equivalent transmitted signal vector k(i) ∈ C
Q×1
can be formulated as
Explicitly, the qth element of k(i) in Eq. (9) is the conventionally modulated signal s(i) and its remaining elements are zero, where q indicates the corresponding dispersion matrix that is activated for the ith STSK block. Since the constellation size is L and the number of dispersion matrices is Q, the total number of legitimate transmit signal vectors
Therefore, we have
with
where
Since the CSTSK MIMO scheme is free from ICI, as seen from the equivalent system model of Eqs. (4) to (9), a low-complexity single-stream ML detector/demapper can be employed [4] , [5] . Upon applying the max-log approximation [33] , the extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) value of bit u n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} can be expressed as
where L a (u n ) represents the a priori information expressed in terms of the LLR of the corresponding bit u n , K n 1 = {k q,l ∈ K|u n = 1} and K n 0 = {k q,l ∈ K|u n = 0} are the sub-sets of the legitimate equivalent signals, when the corresponding bits are u n = 1 and u n = 0, respectively. Note that the complexity of the optimal full ML detection conceived for STSK increases linearly with respect to Q · L, not exponentially. The a posteriori information output by the CSTSK demapper is then given by
Additionally, the associated a priori information and extrinsic information are interleaved and exchanged I inner times within the composite inner decoder, which is formed by CSTSK softdemapper and the URC decoder. The outer decoder of Fig. 1 is constituted by the RSC decoder, where the information gleaned from the inner decoder is iteratively exchanged I outer times. As a benefit of the URC decoder's infinite impulse response, the corresponding extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) curve [34] 
The proposed block-of-bits selection based semi-blind iterative channel estimation aided system. of perfect convergence to a vanishingly low BER, implying that no error floor occurs [33] . Therefore, the convergence performance of the system is improved by the URC decoder.
III. JOINT BBSBCE AND THREE-STAGE DEMAPPING-DECODING
The a posteriori information output by the CSTSK softdemapper formulated in Eq. (12) provides the confidence levels. i.e. the probabilities of binary 1s and binary 0s [33] . Therefore, based on this confidence level, we may opt for selecting reliable decisions from the CSTSK soft-demapper's output sequence for the DDCE update. Again, our proposed joint block-of-bits selection based (BBSB) CE and threestage turbo demapper-decoder is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that in contrast to all the existing joint CE and turbo detectiondecoding schemes [20] - [31] , as a benefit of selecting highconfidence decisions, the DDCE does not have to wait for the accurate final convergence of the turbo detector-decoder. Quite the contrary, our scheme updates the DDCE within the original outer loop of the three-stage turbo demapper-decoder, as explicitly emphasised in Figs. 1 and 2 . In other words, unlike all the existing schemes [20] - [31] , no additional iterative loop involving the CE and the three-stage turbo demapper-decoder is required. Consequently, the computational complexity of our joint scheme remains similar to that of the original three-stage turbo demapper-decoder, which was furnished with the Least Square (LS) CSI-estimate. Moreover, as it will be confirmed later in our simulation study, our joint BBSBCE and threestage turbo demapper-decoder is capable of approaching the near-capacity optimal performance associated with the perfect CSI. Let us now detail our proposed scheme.
Similar to the conventional semi-blind scheme of [16] , [17] , our proposed scheme also relies on a low number of training blocks. Let us assume that the number of available training blocks is M . If we arrange the training data as
the initial LSCE of the MIMO channel matrix H is then given by
For the sake of maintaining a high system throughput, only a low number of STSK training blocks should be used. On the other hand, in order to ensure for S tM S H tM to have the full rank of N T , it is necessary to guarantee that M ·T n ≥ N T and this leads to a lower bound of the number of training blocks, which is
For instance, if we have N T = 4 and T n = 2, then the lower bound is M = 2 and we may choose to use as few as two STSK training blocks for initial CE. With such a low number of initial training blocks, the accuracy of the LSCE of Eq. (16) will be poor and hence the achievable BER performance based on the initial channel estimate will also remain poor. The task of the joint BBSB channel estimator and three-stage turbo demapper-decoder is to iteratively refine the channel estimate for the sake of achieving a near-capacity BER performance. Referring to Fig. 2 , let the number of iterations in the twostage inner turbo loop be I inner and the number of iterations in the outer turbo loop be I outer , respectively. Let us now denote the observation data at the input of the CSTSK soft-demapper of Fig. 2 as
The joint BBSBCE and three-stage demapper-decoder is described as follows.
Semi-Blind Iterative Algorithm 1) Set the iteration index to t = 0 and the initial channel estimate to H (t) = H LSCE . 2) Given the initial channel estimate H (t) , perform CSTSK ML soft-demapping based on the observation data Y dτ of Eq. (18) . The CSTSK soft-demapper then exchanges its soft information with the URC inner decoder for I inner iterations, which yields the I inner vectors of a posteriori information formulated in Eq. (13) and arranged as
where L p ∈ C Iinner×(N ·τ ) is referred to as the equivalent a posteriori information matrix and
denotes the a posteriori information vector obtained by the CSTSK soft-demapper during the ith inner iteration, while N is the BPB. Based on the fact that the nth column of L p represents the I inner soft decisions of the nth information bit, where n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , (N · τ )}, the block-of-bits invoked for CE is selected in either of the following two cases:
Case 1: If the soft decisions in the same column share similar values, these soft decisions may result in a reliable bit decision, which are hence invoked for CE. Specifically, the criterion for the nth information bit to be selected is expressed in Eq. (20), where μ is the mean of the soft decisions in the nth column of the matrix L p , while T h denotes the block-of-bits selection threshold used. Case 2: If the absolute values of soft decisions in the nth column appear to be in monotonically ascending order and share the same polarity (i.e. the decisions are all positive or negative), the nth information bit can be regarded as correct and hence it is selected for CE. After checking through all the columns of L p , only "high confidence" decisions are selected and the corresponding STSK block indices may be obtained by a sliding window based method using a window size of N . More explicitly, if N consecutive information bits are all regarded as correct, the corresponding information block will be selected for CE. This yields a "high confidence" integer-valued index vector, which is denoted as (18), and re-arranged as
3) By re-modulating the selected detected blocks-of-bits with the aid of x t , we have
The resultant decision-directed LSCE update is then given by
At the same time the corresponding soft information is further exchanged with the outer RSC decoder. 4) Set t = t + 1. If t < I outer , repeat steps 2) and 3); otherwise, stop. Remark 1: The idea behind Case 1 is that, if the decisions are relatively stable during several consecutive turbo iterations, it may be regarded as reliable decisions. This makes sense because a stable state may be achieved for turbo coding after a few iterations and the stable decisions may be high-quality ones. It can be seen that Case 1 mainly occurs during the later turbo iterations. With regard to Case 2, we note that if the soft values for a specific bit are in monotonically ascending order and share the same polarity in consecutive iterations, the corresponding bit decision may also be deemed reliable. This also makes sense, because the correct decisions may experience a gradual iteration gain and this will lead to increasing absolute values of the soft-decisions as the number of iterations increases, especially during the early turbo iteration stages.
Remark 2: Selecting the high-confidence detected blocksof-bits is carried out within the inner turbo loop consisting of the CSTSK soft-demapper and URC decoder of Fig. 1 . This is because the selected x t (i)-th detected block-of-bits can be linked to the corresponding observation block Y (x t (i)) after it was re-modulated to generate the CSTSK signal block S(x t (i)). The selection cannot be carried out within the outer turbo loop of Fig. 1 , since the RSC encoder will disperse the
bits of the blocks. It is worth emphasising that the decisiondirected LSCE update of Eq. (23) takes place concurrently, when the information is exchanged between the two-stage inner CSTSK soft-demapper/URC decoder and the outer RSC decoder 3 . Therefore, no extra iterative loop is needed between the CE and the three-stage turbo demapper-decoder.
Remark 3: The value of the block-of-bits selection threshold T h employed in step 2) Case 1 should be carefully chosen. Too small a value may lead to an insufficient number of blocks selected for CE even after examining the entire sequence of N · τ bit decisions. By contrast, too large a value may result in an excessive number of selected blocks τ t s , potentially approaching the maximum affordable value τ sel after only examining a small initial portion of the N · τ bit decisions and the selected blocks may contain many "low confidence" decisions. Both of these two situations will result in a performance degradation. However, apart from these relatively extreme cases, our experience suggests that the performance of our semi-blind scheme is insensitive to the value of T h . Specifically, there exists a relatively wide range of values for T h , which allows our scheme to approach its optimal performance without increasing the number of turbo iterations I outer and I inner . The limit τ sel imposed on the number of data blocks selected in step 2) is to avoid imposing an unnecessary CE complexity. Our empirical results show that τ sel = 100 is sufficient for converging to the optimal ML detection performance associated with the perfect CSI.
Let us denote the complexity of the RSC decoder, of the URC decoder, and of the CSTSK ML soft-demapper by C RSC , C URC and C ML , respectively. The overall system complexity of the idealised three-stage turbo detector-decoder, given the perfect CSI can readily be expressed as
Typically, I inner and I outer are small, i.e. a few inner turbo iterations and a few outer iterations are often sufficient. Since our BBSBCE scheme selects no more than τ sel data blocks for CE, our decision-directed LSCE of Eq. (23) has a complexity upper bound on the order of O τ 3 sel . Furthermore, as it will be confirmed later in our simulation study, our proposed amalgamated scheme approaches the perfect-CSI based performance bound with the same number of turbo iterations, I inner and I outer , while the decision-directed LSCE of Eq. (23) approaches the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [35] with the aid of I outer iterations. Therefore, the overall system complexity of our proposed joint BBSBCE and threestage demapping-decoding scheme can be expressed as
By contrast, all the existing conventional schemes utilise the entire sequence of τ detected data blocks and, there- 3 In this context the question arises that whether it is necessary at all to estimate the channel for each outer iteration. The direct answer is yes because the CE performance improves upon increasing the number of (outer) iterations. This may be seen from the simulation results shown in Fig. 5 , Fig. 7 and Fig. 11. fore, the complexity of the decision-directed LSCE in these conventional schemes is on the order of O τ 3 . Moreover, these conventional schemes introduce an extra iterative loop between the channel estimator and the three-stage turbo detector-decoder, which takes I ce iterations to converge 4 . Let us make the optimistic assumption that the three-stage turbo detector-decoder within these conventional joint schemes also require I inner inner turbo iterations and I outer outer turbo iterations. Then the overall system complexity of these existing conventional joint CE and three-stage turbo detector-decoder structures can be written as
Note that we have I ce > I outer . Moreover, the length τ of a turbo coded frame is typically in the thousands, while it is sufficient to set τ sel to be 10% of τ in our scheme, i.e. τ sel is typically in the hundreds. Consequently, the complexity of the CE in our proposed scheme is at least three orders of magnitude lower than that of the existing conventional schemes. By comparing Eqs. (25) and (26), it can be seen that our proposed joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo detector-decoder scheme dramatically reduces the required computational complexity.
IV. CRAMÉR-RAO LOWER BOUND
Since the CRLB provides the best attainable performance for an unbiased estimator [35] - [40] , we can also evaluate the achievable performance of our joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demapping/decoding scheme by comparing its mean square error (MSE) to the CRLB. Let the number of available signal blocks invoked for training based CE be τ = τ sel . Then the CSTSK model of Eq. (3) over the τ blocks can be written as
or equivalently
, S t τ and V t τ are similarly defined, while
Given the training signal matrix S τ , the conditional probability p y τ h is expressed as
The Fisher information matrix (FIM) [35] is defined as
where the expectation is with respect to the noise v τ . Substituting (33) into (34) results in
Let S τ opt = arg max
The ith diagonal element of F −1 S τ opt provides a lower bound of the variance for the unbiased estimate of the ith element of h based on the training signal block length of τ , where
is the minimum MSE achievable by an unbiased estimator based on the training block length τ . Note that we have
Since S(i) = s(i)A(i) with s(i) ∈ {s l , 1 ≤ l ≤ L} and A(i) ∈ A q , 1 ≤ q ≤ Q , the determination of the "optimal" training signal matrix S τ opt is nontrivial. We therefore use the CRLB for the given training signal matrix S τ , defined as
to approximate CRLB( τ ). For a large block length of τ , this approximation is accurate.
Let h be an unbiased estimate of h produced by our semiblind scheme with the selected decisions limited to no more than τ sel . The MSE of the channel estimate h is expressed as
where K run is the number of estimation experiments and h (k) is the channel estimate obtained during the kth experiment. Clearly, we have
In the following simulation study, we will demonstrate that the MSE of the channel estimate produced by our proposed semiblind joint BBSBCE and three-stage demapping-decoding algorithm associated with as few as M = 2 initial training blocks and with the limit of τ sel = 100 imposed on selected decision blocks attains the CRLB CRLB S τ with τ = 100.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Let us now investigate the achievable performance of our low-complexity semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demapping-decoding scheme. A quasi-static Rayleigh fading environment was considered. An interleaver length of 10 6 bits was used by the three-stage serial-concatenated turbo encoder/decoder of Fig. 1 are the feedback polynomials of the RSC and URC encoders, respectively. The number of inner iterations was set to I inner = 3. The transmitted signal power of all the simulated systems was normalized to unity and, therefore, the SNR was defined as 1 N0 , with N 0 being the AWGN power. The achievable performance was assessed in terms of three metrics: the MSE of the CE defined in Eq. (41), the achievable BER and the EXIT charts [33] . All the results were averaged over K run = 100 channel realisations. The set of dispersion matrices was designed based on the criterion of maximizing the discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel capacity, as detailed in [5] . The up-bounded fraction of most reliable detected STSK symbols selected for updating the BBSB channel estimate was set to 10%, which corresponds to an up-bounded number of STSK blocks of τ sel = 100.
A. Example One: CST SK(4, 2, 2, 4, QP SK) having a throughput of 4 bits/symbol
We first considered the CST SK(4, 2, 2, 4, QP SK) system with L = 4. Our investigation commenced with the EXIT chart analysis of the proposed semi-blind iterative scheme in conjunction with the block-of-bits selection threshold of T h = 0.2, in comparison to the perfect-CSI scenario. It can be seen from the EXIT charts shown in Fig. 3 that open tunnels exist between the EXIT curves of the amalgamated inner CSTSK soft-demapper-URC decoder and the outer RSC decoder for both the proposed semi-blind scheme and the optimal ML detection based on the perfect CSI at SNR= −0.1 dB. The actual Monte-Carlo simulation based stair-case shaped decoding trajectories, which closely match the EXIT curves, are also provided at SNR= −0.1 dB. Both the trajectories show that the perfect convergence point at (1.0, 1.0) can be reached with the aid of I outer = 10 iterations, implying that the proposed semi-blind scheme is capable of achieving the optimal ML detection performance at the same number of turbo iterations. Additionally, due to the poor-quality LSCE used during the first few iterations, the starting point of the EXIT curves of the inner CSTSK soft-demapper-URC decoder of the semi-blind scheme is lower than that of the optimal ML detection based on the perfect CSI. However, the a priori information is improved as the number of iterations increased, and the two curves gradually become overlapped. In other words, an accurate CE is obtained by the semi-blind BBSB iterative scheme, even though the initial LSCE based on M = 2 training blocks is very poor.
The BER performance achieved by our proposed scheme relying on M = 2 initial training blocks is shown in Fig. 4 , where the near-capacity optimal performance obtained with the aid of perfect CSI is also included as a benchmark. For the CST SK(4, 2, 2, 4, QP SK) system, there are N T ·N R = 8 complex-valued Rayleigh-faded channel taps. Two training blocks correspond to 8 training bits, leading to an extremely low training overhead of 1 bit per channel. Observe that our semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demappingdecoding scheme associated with M = 2 initial training blocks approaches the perfect-CSI based performance bound, as predicted by the EXIT chart analysis of Fig. 3 , while maintaining a high system throughput. The ML detection performance of the three-stage turbo demapping-decoding scheme operating with the aid of the training-based LSCE (TB-LSCE) [7] relying on 2 and 50 training blocks, respectively, is also depicted in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that when using only 2 training blocks, as expected, the performance of the TB-LSCE scheme is extremely poor. Even with 50 training blocks, the TB-LSCE scheme still suffers from a 0.2 dB SNR loss in comparison to the perfect-CSI based bound. Additionally, we also designed a convectional semi-blind joint CE and three-stage turbo demapping-decoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks as well as utilising all the detected signal blocks for the decision-directed LSCE to represent the existing conventional approaches. The corresponding BER performance is portrayed in Fig. 4 . Observe that unlike our proposed scheme, this conventional scheme cannot attain the perfect-CSI based performance despite using the entire sequence of detected data blocks for CE, albeit it imposes a substantially higher complexity than our scheme. The convergence performance of the proposed semi-blind scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5 , in comparison to that of the perfect-CSI scenario. Note that unlike all the other existing schemes, our scheme does not impose an extra iterative CE loop, since it is naturally embedded into the original three- stage serial-concatenated turbo loop. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that for both the semi-blind and perfect CSI based cases, I outer = 10 outer iterations are sufficient for achieving nearcapacity performance. In addition, it can be seen that the BER performance gap between the proposed semi-blind scheme and the optimal ML detection using the perfect CSI reduces, as the number of outer iterations increases. More specifically, during the third iteration, the BER gap is still about 0.8 dB, but at the fifth iteration, the semi-blind iterative scheme has converged to the optimal ML detection performance. In other words, the decision-directed channel estimate in the semi-blind BBSBCE scheme has converged to the true channel within five iterations for this CST SK(4, 2, 2, 4, QP SK) system. The effects of the block-of-bits selection threshold T h on the achievable BER performance were also investigated by varying the value of T h in the set {0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} under the same system configuration. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 6 , where it can be seen that for T h = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, the BER performance of the proposed semi-blind iterative scheme all converge to that of the perfect-CSI case. However, for a threshold value of T h = 0.02, a performance degradation occurred, since the number of selected decision blocks for CE is probably insufficient for such a low threshold. On the other hand, given a relatively high value of T h = 0.4, some unreliable decision blocks may have been selected for CE and this may lead to a performance degradation from the perfect-CSI case. The results of Fig. 6 clearly demonstrate that as long as the threshold value is not chosen to be too high or too low, the performance of the proposed semi-blind iterative scheme is not too sensitive to the actual value of T h . Indeed, there exists a wide range of values for T h , which allow our scheme to approach the optimal performance of the perfect-CSI case even without increasing the number of turbo iterations. For this system, T h ∈ [0.1, 0.3] are all appropriate.
The MSE performance of the CE in the proposed semiblind iterative scheme is depicted in Fig. 7 in comparison to the CRLB. It can be seen that the MSE of the channel estimate approaches the CRLB, once the number of iterations reaches I outer = 10 for SNR≥ −0.2 dB. This corresponds to the BER cliff at SNR= −0.2 dB and I outer = 10 shown in Fig. 5 , implying that the decision-directed CE in our scheme is most efficient for SNR≥ −0.2 dB, since it approaches the CRLB. However, it can also be seen that for SNR< −0.2 dB, the MSE of the CE was slightly degraded. This is expected because for such low SNR values, the open EXIT tunnel shown in Fig. 3 becomes closed and hence the BER remains practically to be 50% even for the perfect-CSI case. Under such adverse conditions, the decision-directed CE cannot be expected to approach the CRLB. Fig. 9 . BER performance of our proposed semi-blind BBSBCE and threestage turbo demapping-decoding scheme using Iouter = 9 outer turbo iterations, M = 2 initial training blocks and a block-of-bits selection threshold of T h = 0.2, in comparison to a) the training-based cases using M = 2 and 50 training blocks, respectively, b) the existing conventional joint CE and threestage turbo demapping-decoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and utilising all the detected signal blocks for the decision-directed LSCE, as well as c) the perfect-CSI case, for the CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system.
B. Example Two: CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) having a throughput of 6 bits/symbol
We also considered the CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system with L = 16. Fig. 8 depicts our EXIT chart analysis, where it can be seen that an open tunnel existed at SNR= −1.2 dB. The stair-case shaped decoding trajectories recorded for the proposed semi-blind joint BBSBCE scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and the optimal ML detection relying on the perfect CSI are also plotted in Fig. 8 to show that for this CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system, the point of perfect convergence at (1.0, 1.0) is reached by our proposed semi-blind iterative algorithm for the same I outer = 9 outer turbo iterations as for the perfect CSI case. Fig. 9 shows the BER performance of our joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo detection-decoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and a block-of-bits selection threshold of T h = 0.2. This performance is compared to those of the three-stage turbo detector-decoder algorithm relying on the TB-LSCE based on 2 and 50 training blocks, respectively. Fig. 9 also include the performance of the existing conventional semi-blind joint CE and three-stage turbo detection-decoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and invoking the entire detected data sequence for the decision-directed LSCE. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the TB-LSCE scheme suffers from a performance loss of 0.4 dB in comparison to the perfect-CSI based bound even with 50 training blocks. By contrast, our semi-blind joint BBSBCE scheme using only 2 initial training blocks is capable of approaching the perfect-CSI based performance bound at the same number of turbo iterations. The results shown in Fig. 9 also confirm that the existing conventional semi-blind joint scheme suffers from a performance degradation of 0.2 dB with respect to the perfect-CSI based performance bound, despite utilising the entire detected data sequence for the DDCE, while imposing a considerably higher complexity than Fig. 10 . Effects of the bits selection threshold T h on the BER performance of our proposed semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demappingdecoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and Iouter = 9 outer turbo iterations, for the CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system. our proposed scheme. Fig. 10 investigates the effects of the block-of-bits selection threshold T h on the BER performance of our semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demappingdecoding scheme. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that for this CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system, using T h ∈ [0.1, 0.3] enables our scheme using as few as M = 2 initial training blocks to approach the near-capacity performance of the perfect CSI using the same I outer = 9 iterations. Finally, the MSE convergence of the CE used in our semi-blind scheme is portrayed in Fig. 11 , in comparison to the CRLB for this CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system. The results of Fig. 11 confirm that the MSE of our decision-directed CE converges to the CRLB using I outer = 9 iterations over the range of SNR≥ −1.2 dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The major challenge in implementing a coherent MIMO system has been the acquisition of accurate MIMO channel estimates without sacrificing the system's throughput, while avoiding any significant increase in complexity. We have proposed a low-complexity semi-blind block-of-bits selection based joint channel estimation and three-stage data demapping-decoding scheme for near-capacity CSTSK systems. A high system throughput is maintained, since our scheme utilises an extremely low training overhead for generating an initial LSCE. Most significantly, unlike the existing methods, our proposed scheme does not require an extra iterative loop between the CE and the turbo detector-decoder, since our BBSB iterative CE is naturally embedded into the original iterative three-stage demapping-decoding turbo loop. This novel arrangement enables us to maintain a low system complexity. Furthermore, since only high-confidence decisions are selected for our DDCE, our CE approaches the CRLB. Extensive simulation results have confirmed that our proposed semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demappingdecoding scheme is capable of approaching the optimal near- MSE convergence performance of the channel estimator in our proposed semi-blind joint BBSBCE and three-stage turbo demappingdecoding scheme using M = 2 initial training blocks and a block-of-bits selection threshold of T h = 0.2, in comparison to the CRLB, for the CST SK(4, 4, 2, 4, 16QAM ) system. capacity performance associated with the perfect CSI at the same low number of turbo iterations.
